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90º Inside Corner Bead
Trim-Tex proudly introduces 90º Inside Corner

Bead. Inside corners are the most easily forgotten
aspect of a drywall job. Suppose you’ve finished a
spectacular drywall art project, and the first thing the
homeowner or builder notices is a weaving, crooked
inside corner. With Trim-Tex 90º Inside Corner
Bead, you can proudly show off every last detail of
your work.

90º Inside Corner is self aligning. It is perfect
wherever crooked framing is a problem or when
drywall doesn’t meet perfectly in the corner. The
result, perfectly straight, sharp inside corners every
time. Conveniently available in 8’, 9’ and 10’
lengths.

Call Trim-Tex at 1-800-874-2333 to request a
sample and the name of a dealer near you.

Available Sizes & Lengths

Stock # Length Pcs/box

4358 8’ 40

4359 9’ 40

4350 10’ 40

TT-501B

Installation Instructions:

Dry fit the bead for length and snip back the legs as
shown above for intersections.
Method 1: Staple both legs of the bead every 6-10”

. Apply 1 coat of
multi-purpose joint compound to both legs. Finish
with 1 finish coat.
Method 2:

Immediately apply to the corner. The spray must
still be wet to allow you to easily position the bead.
Press on the center of the bead with a Trim-Tex
Cleaning Tool. Once in position, press the legs into
place using the Cleaning Tool or the handle of your
taping knife. This ensures the bead will properly bond
to the wall. Go back a second time to press the legs
into place once the adhesive has tacked up.

with 1/2“ long divergent staples

Liberally apply Trim-Tex 847 spray
adhesive to the drywall and then to the back of the
bead.

Apply 1
coat of multi-purpose joint compound to both legs.
Finish with 1 finish coat.
Method 3: Mud set the bead into place with multi-
purpose joint compound. Press the center of the bead
with a Trim-Tex Cleaning Tool until the compound
pushes through the holes on the mud legs. Press the
legs into place using your taping knife. Finish with 1
finish coat.
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